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There has been a photo of actress/singer/American
Plastics Council Spokes Gumby Heidi Montag-Pratt
making the rounds for the last ten days in which she
poses with a beach ball (and an exhausted looking
bikini) at the Aria Casino in Las Vegas. The joke
accompanying the photo nearly always involves
something to do with flotation and her size EE
breast implants (“at least she won’t drown. lololol.”).
Sadly, she’d have trouble swimming, because the
boobie-buoys would keep flipping her. A better joke
might be about them exploding and bystanders
shock that the fakes were filled with pressurized
grape jelly (“Everybody run and get some toast!”). 
The Hill’s (Mountains, Domes, Igloos) star has
confessed over the past year to interviewers that

she suffers body insecurity and that’s the reason she’s gone overboard with cosmetic surgical
procedures. Some people get high to mask insecurity, others have surgery. Who am I to judge any
woman’s insecurities? I’m actually a proponent of plastic surgery when it’s utilized properly.* I’m also
a big fan of the old line “You can’t please everyone, so you gotta please yourself.” If Heidi Montag is
happiest carrying EE breasts, than that’s all that counts. Somehow, I think it’s the business she’s in
more than her own happiness. Then again, the business is changing, too.

Maureen O’Connor posted a blog yesterday about the Heidi backlash and the idea that more movie
directors are banning stripper boobs on their sets. Of course the biggest film of all time, Avatar, was
helmed by a director who spent years enhancing the cgi cleavage of his female leads. Despite
Cameron (or because of him), An athletic, fit, body-satisfied actress may soon be a role model,
rather than a rarity. There is another way to look at the fake vs. real issue: enduring fame and career
longevity. Most of Hollywood’s enduring actresses (whether they were great is debatable) were not/
have not been surgically augmented. Examples? Marilyn Monroe (34c). Angelina Jolie (36c). Julia
Roberts (34b). Sandra Bullock (33b). Audrey Hepburn (34a). Size really doesn’t matter. Except in 
the culture of monster trucks, widescreen high-definition televisions and disgustingly over sized
restaurant portions. That’s Heidi Montag’s new place in cultural life. She’s oversized and in charge
of the Wal-Mart newsstand. By the time legitimate film makers revisit offering the public stars with
700cc saline implants, Heidi will have exceeded even her Wal-Mart shelf-life. The implants will have
come out for health reasons and she’ll be selling jam cozies on mobile phone QVC apps.

I’ve said it many times on this blog, to the point that it goes without saying: I like people for
themselves. All the so-called flaws and quirky things that make them unique are wonderful. Breast
size should matter about as much as shoe size. Heart matters. Of course, people pay to attend the
circus and there’s no telling how long they’ll pay into Heidi culture.

*My child suffers from a congenital craniofacial anomaly and has benefited from numerous plastic
surgery procedures. For more information on the good things that reconstructive plastic surgeons

are doing, log on to  http://faces-cranio.org
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